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I love sitting down quietly and looking into the bush. Your eye explores passageways 
through the leaves, branches and trunks. You almost disappear into a vortex. I aim for a 
similar feeling of exploration in my paintings – looking in rather than looking at.

David Hawkes, 2013





Campbelltown Arts Centre presents Looking In: A Survey of David 
Hawkes from 1989 to Now, examining  the last 30 years of David 
Hawkes’ artistic career. Hawkes is known for his abstract and 
intricate images of the Australian land and landscape, in particular 
the Australian bush land of the Dharawal people, and the place 
he calls his home on the northern border of the Dharawal State 
Recreation Area in Wedderburn, South West Sydney.

Wedderburn is home to a thriving community of artists who 
made their way to Wedderburn in the late 1970s – early 1980s 
as the result of a gift of land given to artists by Barbara and Nick 
Romalis. Artists such as Roy Jackson (d.2013), John Peart (d. 2013), 
Elisabeth Cummings, Suzanne Archer and David Fairbairn have 
called Wedderburn their home since the 1980s. It was through his 
friendship with Roy Jackson that David Hawkes came to know of 
the Wedderburn area, visiting artist friends on weekends to escape 
the bustle of the inner city and suburbs and find inspiration in the 
bush. Hawkes moved to Wedderburn permanently in 1989, and the 
Georges River bushland and sandstone gorges of the Dharawal 
National Park have been his inspiration ever since.

Hawkes’ intricate paintings demonstrate his preoccupation with 
the colour and movement of the Wedderburn landscape, his works 
becoming not only a visual representation of the landscape, but 
also showing a deep and intimate understanding of the shape, 
colour, lines and movement of the flora and topography of the 
region. Experimenting with painting is at the forefront of Hawkes’ 
art practice, his style reminiscent of some of the greats of the 
abstract painting genre such as Jean Dubuffet, Jackson Pollock, 
Grace Hartigan, Joan Mitchell or Australians Ian Fairweather and 
Tony Tuckson. The works are intricately worked and reworked, 
layered with splashes of colour, lines, shapes, dots, marks, not 
necessarily representing the landscape as a whole, but delving 
deeper. Looking into his paintings, we see the essence of the 
landscape through a cross-section or micro-lens, viewing the 
landscape with the intimate knowledge and detail with which 
Hawkes experiences it.

Throughout his artistic career spanning nearly 40 years, Hawkes 
has held 24 solo exhibitions in Canberra and Sydney. He was a 
teacher in painting and life drawing at Canberra School of Art, 
ANU from 1990-1992 and his works are represented in a number 
of collections including the National Gallery of Australia, National 
Gallery of Victoria and Artbank. This exhibition brings together 
works from the last 30 years of Hawkes’ career, including some 
new works commissioned for this exhibition at Campbelltown Arts 
Centre.

Links & References:

D. Hawkes, 2013, Watters Gallery  
https://www.wattersgallery.com/artist/david-hawkes/ 
accessed June 2018.

David Hawkes, “In Conversation with Adam Porter, Curator 
Contemporary Visual Arts, Campbelltown Arts Centre” Looking In: 
A Survey of David Hawkes from 1989 to Now (Room Sheet) 2018
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Hawkes continually re-energises and reworks his paintings, such 
as in Weave and reworked Heard No Noise, 2018. He explores 
mark making and layering with no reference to the landscape, and 
over time goes back in to the work, layering over and reworking 
the surface.

Weave, 2015 (detail) acrylic on woven ply 124cm x 120cm

In-class

K-6

1. Find a natural material and examine its surface very closely 
(eg. leaf, twig, flower, bark, gumnut). How would you recreate 
that surface in a big painting? What colours would you use? 
What kind of lines and marks would you make?

7-12

1. Ian Fairweather and Tony Tuckson are two other Australian 
artists who are inspired by the Australian landscape. Choose 
one and research their life and work. How are they similar to 
David Hawkes? How are they different?

2. Research the term Abstract Expressionism. Is David Hawkes 
an abstract expressionist painter? Why/Why not?

Many of his works are visual explorations of rocks, leaves and 
other elements of nature, the paintings are Hawkes’ way of making 
sense of the fabric of the Wedderburn bushland.

MAKING MARKS

It all begins with random marks, slowly building up layer upon 
layer establishing a ‘ground’ to build upon . . . I am interested in 
what happens when a mark is repeated an inaccuracy is allowed. 
I am interested with what happens within that inaccuracy – the 
accumulated error. 

David Hawkes, 2018



Heard No Noise, 2006 acrylic and oil stick on board 188cm x 197cm

Reworked Heard No Noise, 2018 acrylic and oil stick on board 188cm x 197cm



In the thirty years of his residence in Wedderburn, Hawkes has 
seen change throughout the region. He has documented human 
intervention in the landscape, in particular working with David 
Fairbairn on the West Cliff Colliery Project when he created West 
Cliff Over. In this project, Hawkes became intrigued by the workings 
of the coalmine, this rabbit warren of industry subsisting below 
the pristine landscape. Struck by the juxtaposition of the beautiful 
bustling landscape above and the black cavernous mines below, 
Hawkes sought to depict this human intervention in the landscape, 
not casting moral judgement or imposing environmental agenda, 
simply exploring the visual language of these two juxtaposing 
worlds. 

While West Cliff Over depicts the busy bush landscape above, 
sitting in contrast to another image painted for the same project, 
West Cliff Under (not included in this exhibition). This second 
works shows the world of the miner below the Earth’s surface, 
Hawkes showing an equal respect to both worlds.

In-class

K-6

1. Research the word ‘abstract’. What does it mean? 

2. Brainstorm two things that don’t belong together. How might 
you visually represent these two things together in an abstract 
way? What colours, textures, lines and marks might you use to 
represent the two different things?

7-12

1. Research a case of human intervention in the natural 
environment near you (positive or negative). Explain the impact 
of this human intervention on the environment, and describe 
any physical changes to the existing landscape.

LANDSCAPE AND HUMAN INTERVENTION

West Cliff Under, 1996 oil on canvas 166cm x 220cm



West Cliff Over, 1996 oil on canvas 166cm x 166cm



In the works of the late 1990s, Hawkes was primarily concerned 
with capturing the essence of the landscape in lines and layers 
of paint. Moments in time, changes within the landscape, as well 
as Hawkes’ mood have been captured in vibrant painted images. 
The result is a wide range of emotive works, from the unnerving 
sense of agitation of The Air Converges, to the relative peace of 
Untitled, 1999. 

In the early 2000s however, Hawkes spent some time away from 
painting while he had a young family, finding work as a carpenter 
for a dairy farm in Bringelly to earn income to support his family. 
While this was a harsh experience in being forced to put his 
practice to one side, Hawkes began working at nights after coming 
home from the farm. He found that much of the visual imagery of 
his time on the farm was making its way back in to his paintings.

It showed me that art can be transformative, and it can enable you 
to reinterpret your world.

David Hawkes, 2018

This can be seen in the stencils he found from his farm work in 
the painting West Wyalong. This further led to the incorporation 
of text in his works such as in Secret Lives, however the primary 
concern was still with layering paint and mark making. In Roller 
Derby, we see a subtle return to abstraction, as the inclusion of 

textual elements becomes more about line and shape than the 
visual signifier or meaning of the numbers and letters chosen.

In-class

K-6

1. Find an artwork in the gallery that triggers an emotion. You 
might feel sad, happy, relaxed, angry. Explain why you feel that 
way when you look at the work. How do the colours, lines, 
textures add to your emotions?

2. Find an artwork that you have done before (or create a new 
one) and collage letters or text over the top. Where would you 
find the letters to collage? Think about the letters or text you 
can use, and why.

7-12

1. Do an in depth comparison of two landscape works in 
the exhibition. Focus on the elements of art to discuss the 
similarities and differences between the two works. What do 
you think Hawkes is trying to convey about the landscape in 
each work?

BETWEEN THE LINES

The Air Converges, 1999 oil on canvas 170cm x 250cm



Untitled, 1999 oil on canvas 170cm x 250cm

West Wyalong, 2008 acrylic and oil stick on board 240cm x 240cm

Roller Derby, 2009 acrylic on canvas 170cm x 256cm



In more recent works, Hawkes begins the transition from exploring 
details of the landscape to exploring human existence through 
repetition of movement and line. This can be seen in the work 
Flexure, in which lines are repeated vertically along the canvas, 
creating wrinkles or ripples along the canvas’ surface.

From here, Hawkes has been experimenting with creating portraits 
of people he holds dear, overlaying the painting with this repetition 
of the mark, using Morse code (ie. lines, dots and dashes) to 
convey meaning and the essence of the subject. The repetition of 
line is meditative, creating a natural visual language, controlled yet 
imperfect, taking on a life of its own.

Many of the portraits here are of cherished friends at Wedderburn 
– including artists Elisabeth Cummings, Suzanne Archer and his 
close friend and mentor, Roy Jackson, who passed away in 2013. 
Jackson is represented in a mournful image, in which an ethereal 
figure reveals itself through layers of lines, dots and dashes.

In-class

K-6

1. Recreate the portrait of someone you love, using only straight 
lines and dots. Does it make the task more difficult, when you 
have to avoid using organic lines? (lines that curve and bend)

7-12

1. Compare and contrast the work of David Hawkes with the 
work of Jean Dubuffet. How do the artists both challenge the 
idea of the traditional portrait through their works?

2. Roy Jackson was a clear influence in Hawkes’ painting 
career. Find an example of a landscape or portrait painted by 
Roy Jackson. How does it compare with the works of David 
Hawkes? What are the similarities/differences?

PORTRAITURE

Portrait of Roy Jackson, 2017 acrylic on canvas 150cm x 200cm

Morse code language refers to the person or object’s name and is repeated over and 
over again. This process enables me to contemplate the person in its rendering. The 
spaces in between the repetition of that name allude to a portrait.

David Hawkes, 2018



Flexure, 2016 Acrylic on Canvas 200cm x 150cm

‘Flexure’ means fold of the skin which is made through repeated movement. I was thinking about lines in a fingerprint and 
how each one is unique, but random.

David Hawkes, 2018



For In Wedderburn, Hawkes has worked collaboratively to 
create an audio-visual work that digs into the essence of the 
Wedderburn landscape. A drone was deployed to capture aerial 
footage of his property in Wedderburn, and Hawkes’ son has 
created a soundscape to accompany the visuals and bring the 
sights and sounds of Wedderburn into the gallery space.  A piece 
of performance art entitled Love – a love song with interpretive 
words by Hawkes’ wife, Louise Snowdon – was also performed at 
the exhibition’s opening. Of the performance, Hawkes states:

It is a reinvention and celebration of a life lived and not planned... this 
performance encapsulates how the people and the environment 
that I am surrounded by continue to influence and shape my work 
and life. You cannot avoid it. It is one in the same.

David Hawkes, 2018

In-class

K-6

1. Imagine you are a bird flying over the Wedderburn bushland. 
Draw an image or use words to capture the overall feeling of 
the landscape you are imagining. Think about the emotions 
and movement of the landscape, and how it would look from 
afar.

7-12

1. Time based art (4D art) often explores the relationships 
between time, artist, object, space and audience. What 
relationships is Hawkes exploring in his work In Wedderburn?  
How does this relationship extend to the exhibition as a whole?

REINVENTION
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